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Image, Identity and Reality
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Hillary Rodham Clinton, Barack Obama and John McCain have constructed personas that reflect their biographies and political agendas. They can be revealing, but remain incomplete.



Two Divergent Moments, And Views, of McCain By ELISABETH BUMILLER



WASHINGTON — Senator John McCain never fails to call himself a conservative Republican as he campaigns as his party’s presumptive presidential nominee. He often adds that he was a “foot soldier’’ in the Reagan revolution and that he believes in the bedrock conservative principles of small government, low taxes and the rights of the unborn. What Mr. McCain almost never mentions are two extraordinary moments in his political past that are at odds with the candidate of the present: His discussions in 2001 with Democrats about leaving the Republican Party, and his conversations in 2004 with Senator John Kerry about becoming Mr. Kerry’s running mate on the Democratic presidential ticket. There are divergent versions of both episodes, depending on whether Democrats or Mr. McCain and his advisers



The Spirited Wanderer Who Set Obama’s Path By JANNY SCOTT



are telling the story. The episodes reveal a bitter period in Mr. McCain’s life after the 2000 presidential election, when he was, at least in policy terms, drifting away from his own party. They also offer a glimpse into his psychological makeup and the difficulties in putting a label on his political ideology. “There were times when he rose to the occasion and showed himself to be a real pragmatist,’’ said Tom Daschle, the former Senate Democratic leader who met with Mr. McCain in 2001 about switching parties and who is supporting Senator Barack Obama. “There were other times when he was motivated by political goals and agendas that led him to be much more of a political ideologue.’’ Such swings are common in politics, but for Mr. McCain, Mr. Daschle



COURTESY OF THE OBAMA FAMILY



Stanley Ann Dunham Soetoro with son Barack. He called her the ‘‘most generous spirit I have ever known.’’



Continued on Page 4



In the short version of the Barack Obama story, his mother is simply the white woman from Kansas. The phrase comes coupled to its counterpart, the black father from Kenya. On the campaign trail, he has called her his “single mom.” But neither description begins to capture the unconventional life of Stanley Ann Dunham Soetoro, the parent who most shaped Mr. Obama. Kansas was merely a single stop in her childhood, wheeling westward in the tow of her furniture-salesman father. In Hawaii, she married an African student at age 18. Later, she married an Indonesian, moved to Jakarta, became an anthropologist, wrote an 800-page dissertation on peasant blacksmithing in Java, worked for the Ford Foundation, championed women’s work and helped bring microcredit to the world’s poor.



SHAPING A CAMPAIGN



The strategists behind Hillary ClinPAGE 4 ton and Barack Obama.



She had high expectations for her children. In Indonesia, she would wake her son at 4 a.m. for correspondence courses in English before school; she brought home recordings of Mahalia Jackson, speeches by the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. And when Mr. Obama asked to stay in Hawaii for high school rather than return to Asia, she accepted living apart — a decision her daughter says was one of the hardest in Ms. Soetoro’s life. “She felt that somehow, wandering through uncharted territory, we might stumble upon something that



Continued on Page 4



ADVERTISEMENT



Envisioning Futures Without Arthur C. Clarke By DAVE ITZKOFF



Arthur C. Clarke, the celebrated science-fiction writer who died March 19 at age 90, will long enjoy a legacy as a titan of speculative thought. Yet Mr. Clarke’s passing poses a challenge to the current generation of science-fiction writers: in a world where technology evolves so rapidly that the present already feels like the future, will a modern-day author ever inherit Mr. Clarke’s apparent talent for envisioning technological breakthroughs before they are realized? To be sure, Mr. Clarke’s reputation benefited from good timing: the publication of celebrated novels like “Childhood’s End’’ and “2001’’ in the 1950s and ’60s corresponded to a steady flow of advancements in aerospace engineering, spurred by the cold war. Yet by the 1970s that flow had diminished to a trickle — not because scientists lacked imagination, but because



they lacked sufficiently powerful energy sources to drive the ambitious devices they were dreaming up. As a result, the new class of science-fiction writers who emerged in the 1980s did not gaze upwards at the stars, but down at their PC monitors. Cyberpunks like William Gibson, contemplating the impact a worldwide computer network might have on human interaction and personal identity, wrote fiction not, perhaps, as sexy as Mr. Clarke’s tales of interstellar exploration and alien contact, but equally perceptive. The next time you log onto a Web-based virtual reality site like Second Life or a multiplayer online game like World of Warcraft, thank Neal Stephenson for inventing the Metaverse, his three-dimensional online world, in “Snow Crash.’’ Today’s authors of speculative fiction must contend with a world more technologically complicated than even a futur-



ist like Mr. Clarke could have envisioned. “What we’ve discovered is the future isn’t very clear-cut,’’ said Charles Stross, author of tech-savvy novels like “Accelerando’’ and “Glasshouse.’’ “Rather than new technologies replacing older ones, we have them all adding on top, so we’ve got more and more stuff to deal with.’’ But where is it written that making predictions about future technology is the only proper function of science fiction? As it happened, 2001 turned out to be a far more introverted year than Mr. Clarke had anticipated. Today’s science-fiction authors expect “that the fictions we’re writing now will never come about,’’ said Ian McDonald, whose novels “River of Gods’’ and “Brasyl’’ export familiar themes of Western science fiction to developing nations like India. “The future will always be different, not just from what we imagine, but what we can imagine,’’ he said.



Challenging a Culture of Silence



Renewable Resource Loses Favor



An American Muslim convert in Dubai fights domestic abuse. WORLD TRENDS



Wind power is spreading, but so are complaints about its aesthetics. BUSINESS OF GREEN 5
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EDITORIALS OF THE TIMES



Mission Still Not Accomplished It has been five years since the United States invaded Iraq and the world watched in horror as what seemed like a swift victory by modern soldiers and 21st-century weapons became a nightmare of spiraling violence, sectarian warfare, insurgency, roadside bombings and ghastly executions. Iraq’s economy was destroyed, and America’s reputation was shredded in the torture rooms of Abu Ghraib, Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, and the Central Intelligence Agency’s secret prisons. These were hard and very costly lessons for a country that had emerged from the cold war as the world’s sole remaining superpower. Shockingly, President Bush seems to have learned none of them. •



In a speech on March 19, the start of the war’s sixth year, Mr. Bush was stuck in the fantasy land of his “Mission Accomplished” speech. In his mind’s eye, the invasion was a “remarkable display of military effectiveness” that will be studied for generations. The war has placed the United States on the brink of a great “strategic victory” in Iraq and against terrorists the world over. Even now, Mr. Bush talks of Iraqi troops who “took off their uniforms and faded into the countryside to fight the emergence of a free Iraq” — when everyone knows that the American pro-consul, L. Paul Bremer III, overruled Mr. Bush’s national security team and, with the president’s blessing, made the catastrophically bad decision to disband the Iraqi Army and police force. Mr. Bush wants Americans to believe that Iraq was on the verge of “full-blown sectarian warfare” when he boldly ordered an escalation of forces around Baghdad last year. In fact, sectarian warfare was raging for months while Mr. Bush refused to listen to the generals, who wanted a new military approach, or to the vast majority of Americans, who just wanted him to end the war. All evidence to the contrary, Mr. Bush is still trying to make it seem as if Al Qaeda in Iraq was connected to the Al Qaeda that attacked America on September 11, 2001. He tried to justify an unjustifiable war by listing the benefits of deposing Saddam Hussein, but he somehow managed to forget the nonexistent weapons of mass destruction. Vice President Dick Cheney was equally deep in denial on March 17 when he declared at a news conference in Baghdad that it has all been “well worth the effort.” Tell that to the families of more than 4,000 Americans who have been killed — far too many of them because Mr. Bush and his arrogantly incompetent secretary of defense, Donald Rumsfeld, failed to plan for an insurgency that



many others saw coming. Thousands more Americans have been wounded and deprived of adequate post-conflict care while Iraqis have died by the tens of thousands. More than five million have been driven from their homes. Add in a cost to the United States that some say could exceed $3 trillion, the new political opening created for Iran, the incalculable damage to America’s reputation and the havoc wreaked on Iraqi society. Few lament Saddam Hussein’s passing, but the war has left Iraq a broken country, made the United States more vulnerable, not safer, and stretched the American military to a point that compromises its ability to fight elsewhere. The increase in American forces last year initially produced a steep decline in insurgent attacks. But the conflict has drifted into a stalemate. •



One of the cruelest ironies is that Iraqis have not taken advantage of the American troop surge, which was intended to create space for them to resolve their political differences. After much delay, they passed a 2008 budget and a law granting amnesty to thousands of Sunnis and others in Iraqi jails. But a law on sharing oil wealth is stalled and one aimed at allowing former Baathist Party members back into government may actually drive many out. Another bill, mandating provincial elections by October, was passed by Parliament, then vetoed by the Presidency Council of Iraq’s top leaders. Only after pressure from Mr. Cheney was it suddenly revived. The plight of Iraqis uprooted by violence is further proof of how broken the country is. Some 2.7 million Iraqis are displaced internally and another 2.4 million have fled as refugees, mostly to Syria and Jordan. That’s nearly 20 percent of Iraq’s prewar population. Brighter spots — Iraq’s economy is projected to grow 7 percent this year — are offset by problems: millions of Iraqis still don’t have clean water and medical care, thousands are jobless and the Iraqi Army, while improving, cannot defend the country on its own. •



Mr. Bush and Mr. Cheney refuse to let these facts interfere with their notion of keeping troops in Iraq indefinitely and insisting that Iraq — not Afghanistan and Pakistan where Al Qaeda and the Taliban have gained ground — must remain America’s top priority. It was clear long ago that Mr. Bush had no plan for victory, only a plan for handing this mess to his successor. Americans need to choose a president with the vision to end this war as cleanly as possible.



NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF



Iraq, $5,000 Per Second? The Iraq war is now going better than expected, for a change. Most critics of the war, myself included, were wrong: we didn’t anticipate the improvements in security that are partly the result of last year’s “surge.” The improvement is real but fragile and limited. Here’s what it amounts to: We’ve cut our casualty rates to the unacceptable levels that plagued us back in 2005, and we still don’t have any exit plan for years to come — all for a bill that is accumulating at the rate of almost $5,000 every second! More important, while casualties in Baghdad are down, we’re beginning to take losses in Florida and California. The United States seems to have slipped into recession; Americans are losing their homes, jobs and health insurance; banks are struggling — and the Iraq war appears to have aggravated all these domestic woes. “The present economic mess is very much related to the Iraq war,” says Joseph Stiglitz, the Nobel Prize-winning economist. “It was at least partially responsible for soaring oil prices. …Moreover, money spent on Iraq did not stimulate the economy as much as the same dollars spent at home would have done. “To cover up these weaknesses in the American economy, the Fed let forth a flood of liquidity; that, together with lax regulations, led to a housing bubble and a consumption boom.” Not everyone agrees that the connection between Iraq and our economic hardships is so strong. Robert Hormats, vice chairman of Goldman Sachs International and author of a book on how America pays for wars, argues that the Iraq war is a negative for the economy but still only a minor factor



Fashions in goodness change, just like fashions in anything else, and these days some of the very noblest people have assumed the manners of the business world — even though they don’t aim for profit. They call themselves social entrepreneurs, and you can find them in the neediest places on earth. The people who fit into this category tend to have strong résumés. Bill Drayton, the godfather of this movement, went to Harvard, Yale, Oxford and McKinsey before founding Ashoka, a global change network. Those who follow him typically went to some fancy school and then did a stint with Teach for America or AmeriCorps before graduate school. Then, they worked for a software firm before deciding to use what they’d learned in business to help the less fortunate. Now they work 80 hours a week, fighting bureaucracies and funding restrictions in order to build, for example, mentoring programs for single moms. Earlier generations of benefactors thought that social service should be like sainthood or socialism. But this one thinks it should be like venture capital. These thoroughly modern social reformers are not that interested in working for big, sluggish bureaucracies. They are not hostile to the alphabet-soup agencies that grew out of the New Deal and the Great Society; they just aren’t inspired by them. J.B. Schramm created a fantastic organization called College Summit that provides



abandonner TO MUSTER: rassembler TO OGLE: lorgner STATION(IN LIFE): rang dans la société TO TRICKLE: se déverser goutte à goutte



students with practical guidance through the college admissions process. Gerald Chertavian, a former software entrepreneur, created Year Up, which helps low-income students get apprenticeships in corporations and packages its fund-raising literature in the form of an I.P.O. prospectus. The venture-capital ethos means instead that these social entrepreneurs are almost willfully blind to ideological issues. They will tell you, even before you have a chance



Thinking like venture capitalists, while trying to save the world. to ask, that they are data-driven and accountability-oriented. The older do-gooders had a certain policy model: government identifies a problem. Really smart people design a program. A cabinet department in a big building administers it. Butthenewdo-goodershaveabsorbedthe disappointments of the past decades. They have a much more decentralized worldview. They don’t believe government on its own can be innovative. A thousand different private groups have to try new things. Then we



PORTSIDE: bâbord



LEXIQUE



TO FORSAKE (FORSOOK, FORSAKEN):



best place to invest $411 million every day in current spending alone. I’ve argued that staying in Iraq indefinitely undermines our national security by empowering jihadis — just as we now know that our military presence in Saudi Arabia in the 1990s was, in fact, counterproductive by empowering Al Qaeda in its early days. On the other hand, supporters of the war argue that a withdrawal from Iraq would signal weakness and leave a vacuum that extremists would fill, and those are legitimate concerns. But if you believe that staying in Iraq does more good than harm, you must answer the next question: Is that presence so



Dawn of the Social Entrepreneurs



Pour aider à la lecture de l’anglais et familiariser nos lecteurs avec certaines expressions américaines, Le Monde publie ci-dessous la traduction de quelques mots et idiomes contenus dans les articles de ce supplément. Par Dominique Chevallier, agrégée d’anglais.



Dans l’article “Is a Visit to a Slum Tourism or Voyeurism?”, page 3: SLUM: bidonville TO SKIRT: contourner TO DUCK: esquiver TO RIFLE THROUGH: fouiller



The connection between an unpopular war and a struggling economy.



valuable that it is worth undermining our economy? Granted, the cost estimates are rough and controversial, partly because the $12.5 billion a month that we’re now paying for Iraq is only a down payment. We’ll still be making disability payments to Iraq war veterans 50 years from now. Professor Stiglitz calculates in a new book, written with Linda Bilmes of Harvard University, that the total costs, including the long-term bills we’re incurring, amount to about $25 billion a month. That’s $330 a month for a family of four. Imagine the possibilities. For that price we could rehabilitate America’s image in the world by underwriting a global drive to slash maternal mortality, eradicate malaria and deworm every child in Africa. All that and much more would consume less than one month’s spending on the Iraq war. Moreover, the Bush administration has financed this war in a way that undermines our national security — by borrowing. Forty percent of the increased debt will be held by China and other foreign countries. “This is the first major war in American history where all the additional cost was paid for by borrowing,” Mr. Hormats notes. If the war backers believe that the Iraq war is so essential, then they should be willing to pay for it partly with taxes rather than charging it. One way or another, now or later, we’ll have to pay the bill. Professor Stiglitz calculates that the eventual total cost of the war will be about $3 trillion. For a family of five like mine, that amounts to a bill of almost $50,000. I don’t feel that I’m getting my money’s worth.



DAVID BROOKS



: AIDE A LA LECTURE



Dans l’article “Voice for Abused Women Unsettles Dubai Society”, page 3: TO BATTER: frapper, malmener, fracasser PROCEEDS: bénéfices BOISTEROUS: turbulent, tapageur



in the present crisis. “Is it a significant cause of the present downturn?” Mr. Hormats asked. “I’d say no, but could the money have been better utilized to strengthen our economy? The answer is yes.” For all the disagreement, there appears to be at least a modest connection between spending in Iraq and the economic difficulties at home. So as we debate whether to bring our troops home, one central question should be whether Iraq is really the



Dans l’article “Next Big Test for Prize Bull Will Be in the Genetic Lab”, page 3: MEAN: méchant TO SIRE: engendrer SCORES OF: une grande quantité de STUD: étalon HULKING: massif TO GRAZE: paître DOOMED: condamné TO ADD INSULT TO INJURY: dépasser les bornes Dans l’article “Below the Polar Ice, a Tale of the Cold War”, page 6: Showdown: épreuve de force UNCHARTED: inexploré TO BOAST: s’enorgueillir de TO JUT: faire saillie BOW: proue STERN: poupe



PROPELLER: hélice RUDDER: gouvernail



EXPRESSIONS Dans l’article “Is a Visit to a Slum Tourism or Voyeurism?”, page 3: TO CATCH ON: “prendre”, c’est-à-dire devenir populaire; mais to catch on to, équivalent de to cotton on to signifie saisir, comprendre, et to catch oneself on veut dire se rendre compte qu’on s’est trompé.



RÉFÉRENCES Dans l’article “Digital Tools Save Energy in the Home”, page 5: THE OLYMPIC PENINSULA: Situé à l’Ouest du Puget Sound et de Seattle, et au Sud de l’île de Vancouver, ce bras de terre est le bout de l’Amérique. Le point occidental le plus extrême du pays est le petit village de pêcheurs de Neah Bay, situé dans la réserve des indiens Makah, auquel il est fait allusion dans le film Dead Man de Jim Jarmusch: c’est l’endroit d’où le personnage joué par Johnny Depp , William Blake, veut embarquer



measure to see what works. Their problem now is how to replicate successful programs so that they can be big enough to make a national difference. America Forward, a consortium of these entrepreneurs, wants government to do domestic policy in a new way. It wants Washington to expand national service (to produce more social entrepreneurs) and to create a network of semipublic social investment funds. These funds would be administered locally to invest in communityrun programs that produce proven results. The government would not operate these social welfare programs, but it would, in essence, create a network of semipublic Gates Foundations that would pick winners based on stiff competition. There’s obviously a danger in getting government involved with these entrepreneurs. Government agencies are natural interferers, averse to remorseless competition and quick policy shifts. Nonetheless, these funds are worth a try. The funds would head us toward this new policy model, in which government sets certain accountability standards but gives networks of local organizations the freedom to choose how to meet them. Furthermore, we might as well take advantage of this explosion of social entrepreneurship. These are some of the smartest and most creative people in the United States. Even if we don’t know how to reduce poverty, it’s probably worth investing in these people and letting them figure it out.



pour mourir. La région fut explorée par George Vancouver et peter Puget dans les années 1790, et la ville d’Olympia, la capitale de l’Etat de Washington est considérée comme le point extrême de la piste de l’Oregon. Cette grande péninsule comporte une chaîne de montagnes (The Olympic Mountain Range), des centaines de lacs, une longue côte sur le Pacifique, et trois forêts pluviales tempérées, c’est pourquoi le somptueux Olympic National Park est considéré comme le paradis des randonneurs. Elle jouit aussi de plusieurs micro climats (les forêts pluviales en sont la preuve); c’est ainsi que le petit village de Sequim est le plus grand producteur de lavande au monde après la France. Dans l’article “Jazz That Speaks With a Global Voice”, page 8: JOE’S PUB: situé dans le sud de Manhattan,sur LaFayette Street, ce restaurant-bistrot-salle de concert s’est bâti une énorme réputation pour la qualité et l’éclectisme des artistes qui s’y produisent; cela va en effet de la musique country à la pop, la variété, le jazz, le blues et la musique ethnique. Parmi les artistes, on compte aussi bien Dolly Parton qu’Eartha Kitt, Youssou N’Dour qu’ Amadou et Mariam, Norah Jones qu’Amy Winehouse.
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WORLD TRENDS



Voice for Abused Women Unsettles Dubai Society By ROBERT F. WORTH



DUBAI, United Arab Emirates — For years, Sharla Musabih has fought a lonely battle to protect battered wives and victims of human trafficking here. She founded the Emirates’ first women’s shelter and she became a familiar figure at police stations, relentlessly urging officers to be tougher on abusive husbands. She has also earned many enemies. Emiratis do not often appreciate rights advocates drawing attention to the dark side of their fast-growing city-state on the Persian Gulf, better known for its gleaming office towers and artificial islands. Still, no one was quite prepared for the stories that started appearing in



An American convert challenges the system of Arab patriarchy. Dubai newspapers in March. Suddenly, unidentified female victims were coming forward to say that “Mama Sharla” herself had abused them, forced them to work as servants and sold their stories to foreign journalists for thousands of dollars, pocketing the proceeds. She even sold one woman’s baby, the articles said, hinting at criminal investigations. To Ms. Musabih and her supporters, the accusations, which appear to be fabricated, are the latest chapter in a long campaign of threats and defamation. The ferocity of the dispute underscores a major challenge facing this proudly apolitical business capital. As the conservative Muslim ethos of Dubai’s na-



tive Arab minority rubs against the varied perspectives of a much larger foreign population, debates about how to approach taboo subjects like domestic violence and the city’s prevalent prostitution are getting louder. Ms. Musabih, 47, a boisterous American transplant who was born and raised on Bainbridge Island, Washington, argues that confrontation is essential in fighting the patriarchal Arab traditions that allow men to beat their wives with impunity. “When a woman has three broken bones in her back, and the police don’t take it seriously, yes, I get angry,” Ms. Musabih said. Others say Ms. Musabih’s aggressive approach — which includes appeals to foreign news media — is inappropriate in the Arab world, and has needlessly fueled the backlash she now faces. That assertiveness may also have made it easier to dismiss her as an outsider. Although she has lived here for 24 years, converted to Islam, is an Emirati citizen, wears a veil and has raised six children here with her Emirati husband, Ms. Musabih is still unmistakably American. “I have told her sometimes I think she is wrong, she goes too far,” said Lieutenant General Dahi al-Khalfan, the chief of the Dubai Police, who has supported Ms. Musabih in the past but now tends to criticize her work as divisive. “There is a case between husband and wife; let the court decide! Leave it.” Ms. Musabih began her work as an advocate in 1991, when she started tracking domestic violence cases and offering women shelter in her home in Dubai. In 2001, she rented a two-story house in the Jumeira district and opened a shelter for abused women and their children, naming it City of Hope. Ms. Musabih deals with everything from belligerent former husbands to



TAMARA ABDUL HADI FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES



Sharla Musabih, a United States native, established Dubai’s first shelter for abused women and their children. buying plane tickets for foreign women to return to their home countries. “I’ve repatriated 400 victims in the past six months,” said Ms. Musabih. Establishing the shelter was unusual enough in the Arab world, where going outside the family to resolve domestic conflicts has little basis in law or custom. Ms. Musabih’s personal advocacy made her work even more startling. She would counsel women to leave their husbands if they were being beaten, and help represent them in courts or foreign consulates. Some women who have spent time in the shelter say this tough approach is



necessary. The police in Dubai “won’t do anything to protect you while you’re legally married,” said one former resident of the shelter, who declined to give her name because she still fears repercussions. After her husband beat her repeatedly, the woman said, she appealed to the police, who made her husband sign a promise that he would not do it again. He violated the pledge again and again, she said, but the police did nothing, even after he broke into another house where she was seeking refuge and raped her. “The police told me, ‘We can’t do anything, he’s your husband,’ ” she said.



But Ms. Musabih’s approach clearly shocked and angered many. A prominent cleric, Ahmed al-Kobeissi, recently gave interviews to Dubai newspapers in which he said Ms. Musabih’s work “goes against the traditions of Emirati people” because she “instigates wives against their husbands.” Ms. Musabih, speaking by phone from Ethiopia, where she is setting up a shelter, said she felt betrayed by the recent newspaper articles. “I never thought it would go this far,” she said. “These people think I’m an enemy of the state and that I need to be controlled.”



GUADALÍX DE LA SIERRA JOURNAL



Next Big Test for Prize Bull Will Be in the Genetics Lab Marcelo Armstrong, pointing, founder of Favela Tour, escorts visitors through a Brazilian slum. His company has spawned imitators. JOHN MAIER FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES



Is a Visit to a Slum Tourism or Voyeurism? By ERIC WEINER



Michael Cronin’s job as a college admissions officer took him to India two or three times a year, so he had already seen the usual sites — temples, monuments, markets — when one day he happened across a flier advertising “slum tours.’’ “It just resonated with me immediately,’’ said Mr. Cronin, who was staying at a posh Taj Hotel in Mumbai where, he noted, a bottle of Champagne cost the equivalent of two years’ salary for many Indians. “But I didn’t know what to expect.’’ Soon, Mr. Cronin, 41, found himself skirting open sewers and ducking to avoid exposed electrical wires as he toured the sprawling Dharavi slum, home to more than a million. He joined a cricket game and saw the small-scale industry, from embroidery to leather making, that quietly thrives in the slum. “Nothing is considered garbage there,’’ he said. “Everything is used again.’’ Mr. Cronin was briefly shaken when a man, “obviously drunk,’’ rifled through his pockets, but the two-and-a-half-hour tour changed his image of India. “Everybody in the slum wants to work, and Eric Weiner is author of “The Geography of Bliss: One Grump’s Search for the Happiest Places in the World.”



everybody wants to make themselves better,’’ he said. Slum tourism, or “poorism,’’ as some call it, is catching on. By most accounts, slum tourism began in Brazil 16 years ago, when a young man named Marcelo Armstrong took a few tourists into Rocinha, Rio de Janeiro’s largest favela, or shantytown. His company, Favela Tour, grew and spawned half a dozen imitators. From the favelas of Rio de Janeiro to the townships of Johannesburg to the garbage dumps of Mexico, tourists are forsaking, at least for a while, beaches and museums for crowded, dirty — and in many ways surprising — slums. When a British man named Chris Way founded Reality Tours and Travel in Mumbai two years ago, he could barely muster enough customers for one tour a day. Now, he’s running two or three a day and recently expanded to rural areas. Slum tourism isn’t for everyone. Critics charge that ogling the poorest of the poor isn’t tourism at all. It’s voyeurism. The tours are exploitative, these critics say, and have no place on an ethical traveler’s itinerary. “Would you want people stopping outside of your front door every day, or maybe twice a day, snapping a few pictures of you and making some observations about your lifestyle?’’ asked David Fen-



nell, a professor of tourism and environment at Brock University in Ontario. Slum tourism, he says, is just another example of tourism’s finding a new niche to exploit. The real purpose, he believes, is to make Westerners feel better about their station in life. “It affirms in my mind how lucky I am —or how unlucky they are,’’ he said. Proponents of slum tourism disagree. Ignoring poverty won’t make it go away, they say. “Tourism is one of the few ways that you or I are ever going to understand what poverty means,’’ said Harold Goodwin, director of the International Center for Responsible Tourism in Leeds, England. “To just kind of turn a blind eye and pretend the poverty doesn’t exist seems to me a very denial of our humanity.’’ Many tour organizers are sensitive to charges of exploitation. Tour organizers say they provide employment for local guides and a chance to sell souvenirs. Many of those running favela tours in Brazil channel a portion of their profits into the slums. Even critics of slum tourism concede it allows a few dollars to trickle into the shantytowns, but say that’s no substitute for development programs. “If you’re so concerned about helping these people, then write a check,’’ Mr. Fennell said.



By VICTORIA BURNETT he is fated to lose. Using cloning to produce animals that are doomed to a GUADALÍX DE LA SIERRA, Spain barbarous death adds insult to injury, — He is a mean, magnificent beast. said Leonardo Anselmi, president of And during his 16-year life, Alcalde an antibullfighting organization, Stop has sired scores of bulls that have Our Shame. proved awesome opponents for some “It’s dangerous to put a tool like this of Spain’s most celebrated bullfightwithin the reach of such ignorant peoers. Now, however, the splendid stud ple,’’ said Mr. Anselmi, referring to is in his twilight years and his owner, breeders of fighting bulls. “Before we Victoriano del Río, has turned to sciknow it, they’ll be crossing a bull with ence to safeguard his precious genes. a tiger to see what new creature they Mr. Del Río, a fifth-generation bull can produce for their Roman circus.’’ breeder, has decided to clone Alcalde, Alcalde sires about 40 bulls a year, marrying cutting-edge genetics with and an unusually high proportion of one of Spain’s most traditional enterthose turn out to be top fighters, said prises. ViaGen, a cloning and genomMr. Del Río. ics company based in Austin, Texas, The prize bull’s offspring are will take cells from the aging bull in April in the hope of producing a double. “This bull is a genius,’’ said Mr. Del Río during a visit to the rolling pasture where the hulking Alcalde, whose name means mayor, grazed. “If you owned a painting by Rubens, or Velázquez, you would do everything in your power to preserve it. Alcalde is my Velázquez, and I want to preserve him.’’ SUSAN VERA/REUTERS To the uninitiated, the matador is the star Alcade sires about 40 bulls a year, and many of the bullfight. Howare top fighters. His owner wants to clone him. ever, experts say a great fight is as much sought by some of Spain’s most faabout the bull as it is about the man in mous matadors, and two of them so the sparkly suit. impressed Julián López Escobar, “The bull allows the matador to creknown as El Juli, that he had their ate a work of art, a beautiful dance. heads mounted for display in his It’s a joint performance,’’ said Lázaro house, Mr. Del Río said. Carmona, a veedor, or inspector, who “If Victoriano succeeds, he will visits ranches on the matador’s behalf have discovered a new path for us and helps select animals for the fight. breeders. But it’s complicated,’’ said A strong, aggressive bull that runs at the matador’s cape allows him to shine, Eduardo Martín-Peñato, president of the Association of Fighting Bull he said. “I think the bull should take Breeders. “He may create an animal 90 percent of the credit for a matador’s that is like a photograph of the origitriumph.’’ nal, but inside their characters could Animal rights advocates dismiss be very different. This is the great such eulogies, saying the bull is an ununknown.’’ willing partner in a cruel contest that
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In the Clinton-Obama Race, It’s the Pollster vs. the Adman Democrats tend to make celebrities of their campaign consultants, which is why anyone who has closely followed this presidential campaign could probably pick out Mark Penn or David Axelrod, the chief strategists for Hillary Rodham Clinton and Barack Obama, in a bar. MATT BAI To refer generically to these strategists as “consultants,’’ however, as if they were necessarily experts in the same craft, is to obscure important differences in how they got to where they are. This long and remarkable political struggle between Mrs. Clinton and Mr. Obama has been a study not just in the brilliance and the blind spots of the candidates themselves, but also those of their most trusted — and highly paid — advisers. Mr. Axelrod is an advertising guy. A man who perfected the craft of encapsulating an entire life in 30 seconds, he has a gift for telling personal stories in ways that people can understand. Axelrod’s insight — the idea that has made him successful where others might have failed — is that the modern campaign really isn’t about the policy arcana or the candidate’s record; it’s about a more visceral, more personal narrative. This is probably a big reason why Mr. Obama has, from the start, focused



David Axelrod, near left, the chief strategist for Barack Obama, emphasizes his candidate’s personal narrative. Mark Penn, adviser for Hillary Clinton, focuses on policy.



ESSAY



LARRY KOLVOORD/ASSOCIATED PRESS



almost exclusively on broad themes of “hope’’ and “change.’’ His campaign reflects all the attributes of a political ad: the stirring words, the beautiful pictures, the simple and elegant story line of a ruined political system and the man whose moment has arrived. Mr. Obama showed the constancy of this approach on the night of his losses in Ohio and Texas. Mrs. Clinton had spent the previous week mercilessly deriding Mr. Obama as a guy who gives nice, vague speeches but who isn’t versed in the finer points of governing. The attacks seemed to have taken their toll. But when Mr. Obama took the stage in



San Antonio, he seemed intent on reiterating her point — or at least he didn’t attempt to refute it. Mr. Obama stubbornly dove right back into his familiar narrative of inspiring a movement. Such is the almost defiant faith that Mr. Axelrod and his candidate have in the transformative power of their story. Mr. Penn, on the other hand, is a pollster, and pollsters tend to look at campaigns as a series of dissectible data points that either attract voters or drive them away. Get a health care plan and an economic plan that 70 percent of people say they view favorably. Pay attention to words that move the dial



DAMON WINTER/THE NEW YORK TIMES



in focus groups, like “real solutions for America’’ or “ready to lead on Day 1.’’ Mrs. Clinton’s relentless focus on pragmatism and specificity, as well as her willingness to shift slogans, are not simply a result of her own personality but also of Mr. Penn’s strategic outlook, which values testable ideas and phrases over more sweeping imagery and themes. Mr. Penn’s influence was on display recently when both Mrs. Clinton and her husband suddenly started talking about the potential of her choosing Mr. Obama as a running mate, even though she has consistently disparaged him as



too inexperienced to occupy the Oval Office. It seems likely that Mr. Penn polled this question in the wake of Ohio and Texas and found that it had appeal. Thus the campaign abruptly began hammering at a new message, and one that undermined its core point about Mr. Obama, in order to attract some critical segment of voters reflected in the latest data. These two campaign worldviews, of course, aren’t mutually exclusive; Mr. Obama does his share of polling, and Mrs. Clinton has her own story line of change. But the emphasis that What each consultant has brought to his respective campaign is what accounts, in some measure, for how the two candidates have succeeded to this point — or for how they haven’t. Mr. Axelrod’s storytelling has created a dynamic hero who sometimes seems estranged from the practicalities of governing; Mr. Penn’s data has created a credible platform put forth by a candidate whose theory of leadership can seem small. What voters love in one they crave in the other.



The Free-Spirited Wanderer Who Shaped Obama’s Path From Page 1



DENNIS COOK/ASSOCIATED PRESS



Senator John McCain, right, had conversations about being Senator John Kerry’s running mate in 2004.



Divergent Moments, and Views, of McCain From Page 1 said, “those swings have been far more pronounced and far more frequent.’’ In the spring of 2001, Mr. McCain was by most accounts still angry about the smear campaign that had been run against him when he was campaigning for the Republican presidential nomination in the South Carolina primary the previous year. He had long blamed the Bush campaign for spreading rumors in the state that he had fathered a black child out of wedlock, which Bush aides denied. Mr. McCain was also upset that the new White House had shut the door on hiring so many of his aides. Mr. McCain had begun to ally himself with the Democrats on a number of issues, and had told Mr. Daschle that he planned to vote against the Bush tax cuts, a centerpiece of the new president’s domestic agenda. Still, Democrats were stunned one Saturday in late March when, by their account, John Weaver, Mr. McCain’s longtime political strategist, reached out to Thomas J. Downey, a former Democratic congressman from Long Island in New York, who had become a lobbyist with powerful connections on Capitol Hill. In Mr. Downey’s telling, Mr. Weaver posed a question to him over lunch that left him stunned. “He says, ‘John McCain is wondering why nobody’s ever approached him about switching parties, or becoming an independent and allying himself with the



Democrats,’ ’’ Mr. Downey said in a recent interview. “My reaction was, ‘When I leave this lunch, your boss will be called by anybody you want him to be called by in the United States Senate.’ ’’ Mr. Weaver recalls the conversation differently. He said that Mr. Downey had told him that Democrats, eager to find a Republican who would switch sides and give them control of the evenly divided Senate, had approached some Republican senators about making the jump. “I stated they couldn’t be



A Republican candidate talked about joining with Democrats — twice. so desperate as they hadn’t reached out to McCain,’’ Mr. Weaver said in an email message recently. Whatever transpired, Mr. Downey raced home and immediately called Mr. Daschle. It was the first step in what became weeks of conversations that April between Mr. McCain and the leading Democrats, among them Senator Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts and John Edwards, then a senator from North Carolina, about the possibility of Mr. McCain’s leaving his party. Mark Salter, one of Mr. McCain’s



closest advisers, said that Mr. McCain, although flattered, never took the idea of leaving the party seriously. But less than three years later, Mr. McCain was once again in talks with the Democrats, this time over whether he would be Mr. Kerry’s running mate. In an interview with a blog last year, Mr. Kerry said that the initial idea had come from Mr. McCain’s side, as had happened in 2001. Two former Kerry strategists said recently that Mr. Weaver went to Mr. Kerry’s house in Georgetown, outside Washington, D.C., a short time after Mr. Kerry won the Democratic nomination in March and asked that Mr. Kerry consider Mr. McCain as his running mate. (Mr. Weaver said in his e-mail message that the idea had come from Mr. Kerry.) Mr. McCain said in February that he had dismissed the vice-presidential offer out of hand. “He is, as he describes himself, a liberal Democrat,’’ Mr. McCain said of Mr. Kerry when he was asked about the episode by a participant at a public forum in Atlanta. “I am a conservative Republican. So when I was approached, when we had that conversation back in 2004, that’s why I never even considered such a thing.’’ Three former Kerry strategists said that Mr. McCain had not immediately dismissed the notion of sharing the Democratic ticket. “McCain did not flatout say no, regardless of what he’s saying now,’’ said one strategist who asked not to be named. “He was interested in this discussion.’’



and child. She then married Lolo Soetoro, an Indonesian student. When he was summoned home in 1966 after the turmoil surrounding the rise of Suharto, Ms. Soetoro and Barack followed. Those choices were not entirely surprising, said several high school friends of Ms. Soetoro, whom they remembered as unusually intelligent, curious and open. She never dated “the crew-cut white boys,” said one friend, Susan Blake: “She had a world view, even as a young girl. It was embracing the different, rather than that ethnocentric thing of shunning the different. That was where her mind took her.” Her second marriage faded, too, in the 1970s. By 1974, Ms. Soetoro was back in Honolulu, a graduate student and raising Barack and Maya, nine years



will, in an instant, seem to represent who we are at the core,” said Maya SoetoroNg, Mr. Obama’s half-sister. “That was very much her philosophy of life — to not be limited by fear or narrow definitions, to not build walls around ourselves and to do our best to find kinship and beauty in unexpected places.” Ms.Soetoro,whodiedofovariancancer in 1995 at the age of 53, was the parent who raised Mr. Obama. He barely saw his father after the age of 2. Though it is impossible to know the exact influence of a parent on the life of a grown child, people who knew Ms. Soetoro well say they see her influence unmistakably in Mr. Obama. Some of what he has said about his mother seems tinged with a mix of love and regret. He has said his biggest mistake was not being at her bedside when she died. “I think sometimes that had I known she would not survive her illness, I might have written a different book — less a meditation on the absent parent, more a celebration of the one who was the single constant in my life,” he wrote in the preface to his memoir, “Dreams From My Father.” He added, “I know that she was the kindest, most generous spirit I have ever known, and that what is best in me I owe to her.” Mr. Obama, who declined to be interviewed for this article, invokes his mother’s memory sparingly. He has described her as a teenage mother, a single mother, a mother who worked, went to school and raised children at the same time. But, in interviews, friends and colleagues of Ms. Soetoro illuminate a side of her that is less well known. “She was a very, very big thinker,” said Nancy Barry, a former president of Women’s World Banking, an international network of COURTESY OF THE OBAMA FAMILY microfinance providers, where Ms. Soetoro worked in New York City in Ms. Soetoro, right, Barack Obama’s the early 1990s. “I think she was not mother, in an Indonesian village during at all personally ambitious, I think her studies there from 1988 to 1992. she cared about the core issues, and I think she was not afraid to speak truth to power.” Her parents were from Kansas. Stan- younger. Barack was on scholarship at a ley Ann (her father wanted a boy so he prestigious prep school, Punahou. When gave her his name) was born on an Ar- Ms. Soetoro decided to return to Indonemy base during World War II. The fam- sia three years later for her field work, ily moved to California, Kansas, Texas Barack chose not to go. As a mother, Ms. Soetoro was both and Washington in restless pursuit of opportunity before landing in Honolulu idealistic and exacting. Ms. Soetoro-Ng, who has a Ph.D. in comparative educain 1960. In a Russian class at the University of tion and works as a teacher, remembers Hawaii, she met the college’s first Afri- conversations with her mother about can student, Barack Obama. They mar- philosophy or politics, books, esoteric ried and had a son in August 1961, in an Indonesian woodworking motifs. “She gave us a very broad understandera when interracial marriage was rare in the United States. Her parents were ing of the world,” her daughter said. “She upset, Senator Obama learned years hated bigotry. She was very determined to be remembered for a life of service and later from his mother, but they adapted. The marriage was brief. In 1963, Mr. thought that service was really the true Obama left for Harvard, leaving his wife measure of a life.”
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BUSINESS OF GREEN



Digital Tools Save Energy In the Home By STEVE LOHR



Wind power is renewable and clean, but critics say it disrupts landscapes and is inefficient. A wind farm near Malmo, Sweden.



JOHN McCONNICO FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES



As Wind Power Spreads, It Meets More Resistance By MARK LANDLER



MALMO, Sweden — Steadying himself on the heaving foredeck of an inspection ship, his face flecked by spray, Arne Floderus pronounced it a good day for his offshore wind farm. A 50-kilometer-an-hour wind was twirling the fingerlike blades of a turbine 115 meters above his head. Around him, a field of turbines rotated in a synchronized ballet that, when fully connected to an electrical grid, would generate enough power to light 60,000 nearby houses. “We’ve created a new landmark,” said Mr. Floderus, the project manager of the $280 million wind park, one of the world’s largest, which was built by the Swedish power company Vattenfall. The park, in a shallow sound between Sweden and Denmark, testifies to the remarkable rise of wind energy — no longer a quirky alternative favored by environmentalists in Denmark and Germany, but a mainstream power source in 26 nations. Yet Sweden’s gleaming wind park near Malmo has entered service at a time when wind energy is coming under sharper scrutiny, not just from hostile Sarah Plass contributed reporting from Frankfurt.



neighbors, who complain that the towers disrupt the landscape, but from energy experts who question its reliability as a source of power. For a start, the wind does not blow all the time. When it does, it does not necessarily do so during periods of high demand for electricity. Moreover, to capture the best breezes, wind farms are



Breezes don’t always blow, but they supply energy in 26 nations. often built far from where the demand for electricity is highest. The power they generate must then be carried over long distances on high-voltage lines. In Denmark, which pioneered wind energy in Europe, construction of wind farms has stagnated in recent years. The Danes export much of their wind-generated electricity to Norway and Sweden because it comes in unpredictable surges that often outstrip demand. As wind energy has matured as an in-



dustry, its image has changed — from a clean, even elegant, alternative to fossil fuels to a renewable energy source with advantages and drawbacks, like any other. “The environmental benefits of wind are not as great as its champions claim,” said Euan C. Blauvelt, research director of ABS Energy Research, an independent market research firm in London. “You’ve still got to have backup sources of power, like coal-fired plants.” Mr. Blauvelt publishes an annual report on wind energy in which he discusses its flaws. People in the industry would accuse him of propagating myths, he said. Now, the criticism is more tempered. “One of the big problems with wind is that people tend to get hyped up about it, very emotional,” Mr. Blauvelt said. “The difference is that the arguments are becoming more rational.” Mr. Blauvelt estimates that the industry is adding capacity at a five-year compound annual growth rate of 26.3 percent. That is faster than hydroelectric power in its early days. The United States added more generating capacity in 2006 than any year on record. With 11,575 megawatts, the United States is the world’s third largest



wind country, after Germany and Spain, and it is adding more capacity than any other. Among new countries with significant wind capacity are Britain, Canada, Italy, Japan and the Netherlands. “What we’re seeing is a second wave of countries, which are starting to invest more heavily,” said Christian Kjaer, the chief executive of the European Wind Energy Association in Brussels. He said wind energy would benefit from two parallel trends: rising oil prices and a global push to tax carbon-dioxide emissions. In Germany, where 20,000 wind turbines generate 5 percent of the electricity, advocates say wind will be critical to meeting the government’s goal of generating at least 20 percent of all power from renewable methods by 2020. But the industry’s growth is slowing for a variety of reasons. Germany is running out of places to put the turbines because of restrictions on the location and height of the devices. And rising raw material prices are making wind farms more expensive to build. And while Swedes staunchly support wind energy, they are as susceptible to local opposition as people elsewhere. For years, residents opposed the wind farm near Malmo.



Eco-Tourism Is Migrating From Wilderness to Cities By JENNIFER CONLIN



A decade ago, the term “eco-friendly accommodation’’ usually meant snuggling up under a thick quilt at a chilly mountain lodge, eating vegetables from the owner’s garden and recycling your trash before hitting the nearby nature trails. Now the term is increasingly becoming compatible with both “luxury” and “cities,” as more chain and boutique hotels — with views of skyscrapers not trees — incorporate sustainable green practices into their policies. Among some prominent examples: the Apex City of London Hotel (www.apexhotels.co.uk), which has an environmental blog updating customers on the hotel’s most recent green initiatives; the Ibis Porte Clichy Centre in Paris (www.ibishotel.com), which features a photovoltaic facade that draws solar power; and the Lenox Hotel in Boston (www.lenoxhotel. com), one of the first hotels to offer climate-neutral rooms and offset carbon emissions for electricity by 100 percent. “I am seeing the biggest growth ever right now when it comes to hotels adopting green policies, and it is in the cities and suburbs as well,’’ says Kit Cassingham, founder of the three-year-old EnvironmentallyFriendlyHotels.com, which now lists more than 2,800 green hotels around the world and rates them by green trees rather than stars, the rating determined by how many of 29 criteria listed on the Web site they meet. (The list includes everything from composting, to gray-water recycling, to not automatically leaving newspapers outside each guest



room door.) Kathryn Potter, senior vice president for marketing and communications at the American Hotel & Lodging Association, has also noticed a new eco-attitude in the industry. “In 1996 we launched a towel and linen program, and all the high-end hotels said they couldn’t possibly participate because their guests expected top service,” said Ms. Potter, whose association offered members the now-familiar cards that allow guests to request not to have their bedding and towels changed daily. “We recently launched a ‘Green Best Practices’ LONNIE SCHLEIN/THE NEW YORK TIMES list, and we had more than a thousand hits in the first two weeks, A guest room in the Old Bangkok Inn in Thailand, where fixtures were made which for us was astounding,” she from salvaged teak wood and sunlight heats the water. added. At the eight-room Old Bangkok Inn in Thailand, Nantiya Tulyanond, the (reducing the need for electricity) but became the general manager of the first hotel’s owner, made the environment a also heating the hot water for the entire ALT Hotel, in Montreal. “We wanted to break ground here and priority when she turned the old family hotel. There are low-flow showerheads house into a hotel. “I felt strongly that we and matching low-flow toilets. As well offer a low-priced, yet chic, green hotel,’’ wanted to reduce our impact and try to be as a linen and towel re-use option, the said Mr. Germain. Already, he is seeing a Inn has room sensors that shut down the savings of nearly 35 percent on the geoa green hotel,” she said. No trees were cut down during the inn’s lights and appliances the moment a guest thermal heating system the company installed when the hotel was built. He has renovation, and most of the fixtures were leaves the room. But being green is not just about saving been able to pass that savings on to the constructed from salvaged teak wood, with the worn details in the rebuilt wood the environment, it is also now about sav- consumer. All of the hotel’s 159 rooms are adding to the authenticity and charm of ing money. Hugo Germain, a third-gener- 129 Canadian dollars a night, he said. “We are planning to open them in 15 difation family member of the Groupe Gerthe rooms. More critical is the Old Bangkok Inn’s main company that has been bringing ferent cities across Canada,” he said. “I solar energy program. Sunlight streams boutique hotels to Canada since the ’90s, think when it comes to choosing a hotel, if through panels on the roof, not only can attest to the cost benefits of creating it is well priced but green, people will pick flooding the upstairs hallway with light a green hotel in a city. In September, he the green one.”



Giving people the means to closely monitor and adjust their electricity use lowers their monthly bills and could significantly reduce the need to build new power plants, according to a yearlong government study. The results of the research project by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory of the Energy Department, released in January, suggest that if households have digital tools to set temperature and price preferences, the peak loads on utility grids could be trimmed by up to 15 percent a year. Over a 20-year period, this could save $70 billion on spending for power plants and infrastructure, and avoid the need to build the equivalent of 30 large coal-fired plants, say scientists at the federal laboratory. The demonstration project was as much a test of consumer behavior as it was of new technology. Scientists wanted to find out if the ability to monitor consumption constantly would cause people to save energy — just as studies have shown that people walk more if they wear pedometers to count their steps. In the Olympic Peninsula, west of Seattle, 112 homes were equipped with digital thermostats, and computer controllers were attached to water heaters and clothes dryers. These controls were connected to the Internet. The homeowners could go to a Web site to set their ideal home temperature and how many degrees they were willing to have that temperature move above or below the target. They also indicated their level of tolerance for fluctuating electricity prices. In effect, the homeowners were asked to decide the trade-off they wanted to make between cost savings and comfort. The households, it turned out, soon became active participants in managing the load on the utility grid and



When computers are watching them, people use less electricity. their own bills. “I was astounded at times at the response we got from customers,’’ said Robert Pratt, a staff scientist at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and the program director for the demonstration project. “It shows that if you give people simple tools and an incentive, they will do this.’’ “And each household,’’ Mr. Pratt added, “doesn’t have to do a lot, but if something like this can be scaled up, the savings in investments you don’t have to make will be huge, and consumers and the environment will benefit.’’ After some testing with households, the scientists decided not to put a lot of numbers and constant pricing information in front of consumers. On the Web site, the consumers were presented with graphic icons to set and adjust. Behind the fairly simple consumer settings was a sophisticated live marketplace. Every five minutes, the households and local utilities were buying and selling electricity, with prices constantly fluctuating by tiny amounts as supply and demand on the grid changed. The households in the demonstration project on average saved 10 percent on their monthly utility bills. The research project was done with an eye toward guiding policy on energy-saving programs. Efficiency programs promise to curb America’s fuel bill and reduce damage to the environment, if consumers can be persuaded to use energy more intelligently. Still, a big question among economists and energy experts is how to tailor incentives to prompt changes in energy consumption. Some experts say the only way to make real progress in household energy efficiency is with sizable subsidies and mandated product standards.
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Below the Polar Ice, A Tale of the Cold War



Scenes from the U.S. submarine Queenfish’s Arctic mapping expedition in 1970: at the North Pole, far left; polar bears seen through a periscope; and crew members at the ship’s control panel.



PHOTOGRAPHS BY UNITED STATES NAVY



By WILLIAM J. BROAD



Atop the globe, the icy surface of the Arctic Ocean has remained relatively peaceful. But its depths have boiled with intrigue, never more so than in the cold war. Although the superpowers planned to turn those depths into an inferno of exploding torpedoes and rising missiles, the brotherhood of submariners — the silent service, both Russian and American — has worked hard over the decades to keep the particulars of those plans quiet. Now, a few secrets are emerging from behind the wall of silence, revealing some of the science and spying that went into the apocalyptic preparations. A new book, “Unknown Waters,” recounts the 1970 voyage of a submarine, the Queenfish, on a pioneering dive beneath the ice pack to map the Siberian continental shelf. The United States did so as part of a clandestine effort to prepare for Arctic submarine operations and to win any military showdown with



the Soviet Union. In great secrecy, moving as quietly as possible below treacherous ice, the Queenfish, under the command of Captain Alfred S. McLaren, mapped thousands of kilometers of previously uncharted seabed in search of safe submarine routes. It often had to maneuver between shallow bottoms and ice keels extending down from the surface more than 30 meters, threatening the sub and the crew of 117 men with ruin. The Queenfish at one point became stuck. The rescue took an hour of tense backtracking out of what had threatened to become an icy tomb. “I still dream about it every other week,” Dr. McLaren, 75, the book’s author, recalled in an interview. The University of Alabama Press is publishing his recollections of the secret voyage. After Dr. McLaren’s mission, the Arctic became a theater of military operations in which the Soviets tried to hide their missile-carrying subs under the



fringes of the ice pack while American attack subs tried relentlessly to track them. The goal was to destroy the Soviet subs if the cold war turned hot, doing so quickly enough to keep them from launching their missiles and nuclear warheads at the United States. Norman Polmar, an author and analyst on Navy operations, called the polar environment “very very difficult” for subs. He said ice dangling from the surface in endless shapes and sizes made the sub’s main eyes — sonar beams that bounce sound off the bottom and surrounding objects — work poorly. Dr. McLaren commanded one of the Navy’s most advanced warships, a jetblack monster more than 90 meters long. It was the first of a large class of submarines specially designed for year-round operations in polar regions. As such, it boasted an array of special gear meant to help it visualize the complex world beneath the pack ice, including a special sensor to detect ice-



bergs jutting downward with threatening spikes. From bow to stern, it had a total of seven acoustic sensors pointing upward to help the crew judge the thickness of ice overhead. It arrived at the North Pole on August 5, 1970, rising through open water. The submarine then sailed for the Siberian continental shelf, where it began its mission of secret reconnaissance. Moscow claimed seas extending 370 kilometers from its shores, including most of the shelf. But Washington recognized just a 19-kilometer territorial limit, and Dr. McLaren was instructed to play by those rules. The main mission was to map the seabed and collect oceanographic data. At one point it sent the Queenfish into an ice trap. The crew was watching a favorite Western movie, “Shane,” when a messenger touched Dr. McLaren on the shoulder and whispered that the sub had ground to a standstill. “Heart in my mouth, I ran up to the



after-port side of the control room,” he writes. “Saturating the iceberg detector scope was bright sea-ice-return in all directions.” Dr. McLaren and others worked the propeller, rudder and stern planes to move the Queenfish slowly backward. Finally, he writes, the boat entered deeper water, and the crew “gave out a huge collective sigh of relief.” The two-month voyage ended in Nome, Alaska. In 1972, Dr. McLaren won the Distinguished Service Medal, the military’s highest peacetime award. He sees his spy mission as a milestone for freedom of navigation. Today the issue is relevant, because melting polar ice is opening up new shipping lanes and potentially vast deposits of natural resources, including oil. “It’s important to maintain freedom of the seas,” Dr. McLaren said. “That’s something our country has fought for literally from its inception.”



SERGE BLOCH



In Most Species, Faithfulness Is a Fantasy By NATALIE ANGIER



Sexual promiscuity is rampant throughout nature, and true faithfulness a fond fantasy. Oh, there are plenty of animals in which males and females team up to raise young, as we do. Some form “pair bonds’’ of impressive endurance and apparent mutual affection, spending hours reaffirming their partnership by snuggling together like prairie voles, hooting out passionate love songs like gibbons or dancing goofily like bluefooted boobies. Yet as biologists have discovered through the application of DNA paternity tests to the offspring of these bonded pairs, social monogamy is very rarely accompanied by sexual, or genetic, monogamy. Analyze the offspring in a given brood, whether of birds, voles, lesser apes, foxes or any other pairbonding species, and anywhere from 10 to 70 percent will prove to have been sired by somebody other than the resident male. As David P. Barash, a professor of psychology at the University of Washington in Seattle, said: Infants have their infancy; adults, adultery. Dr. Barash, who wrote “The Myth of Monogamy’’ with his psychiatrist-wife, Judith Eve Lipton, cited a scene from the movie “Heartburn’’ in which a character complains to her father about her husband’s philanderings and the father quips that if she’d wanted fidelity, she should have married a swan. That would not have done her a lot of good, Dr. Barash said: we now know that swans can cheat, too. Instead, the heroine might have considered a union with Diplozoon paradoxum, a flatworm that lives in the gills of freshwater fish. “Males and females meet each other as adolescents, and their bodies literally fuse together, whereupon they remain faithful until death,’’ Dr. Barash said. “That’s the only species I know of in which there seems to be 100 percent monogamy.’’ And where the only hearts burned belong to the unlucky host fish.



Nonhuman beings have been shown to pay for sex, too. Reporting in the journal Animal Behaviour, researchers from Adam Mickiewicz University in Poland and the University of South Bohemia in the Czech Republic described transactions among great grey shrikes, elegant raptorlike birds with silver capes, white bellies and black tails that, like 90 percent of bird species, form pair bonds to breed. A male shrike provisions his mate with so-called nuptial gifts: rodents, lizards, small birds or large insects that he impales on sticks. But when the male shrike lusts after extracurricular sex, he will offer a would-be mistress an even bigger kebab than the ones he gives to his wife — for the richer the offering, the researchers found, the greater the chance that the female will agree to mate. Commonplace though adultery may be, and as avidly as animals engage in it when given the opportunity, nobody seems to approve of it in others, and humans are hardly the only species that will rise up in outrage against wantonness real or perceived. Many female baboons have lost an ear or swatches of fur here, a swatch of pelt there, to the jealous fury of their larger and toothier mates. Among scarab beetles, males and females generally pair up to start a family, jointly gathering dung and rolling and patting it into the rich brood balls in which the female deposits her fertilized eggs. The male may on occasion try to attract an extra female or two — but he does so at his peril. In one experiment with scarabs, the female beetle was kept tethered in the vicinity of her mate, who quickly seized the opportunity to pheromonally broadcast for other females. Upon being released from bondage, the first female dashed over and knocked the male flat on his back. “She’d roll him right into the ball of dung,’’ Dr. Barash said, “which seemed altogether appropriate.’’



Some animals even pay for sex, using grooming as currency.
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Tensions in Harlem Over Class, Not Race By TRYMAINE LEE



VINCENT LAFORET FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES



Gentrification in the past decade has brought a construction boom to Harlem, and shops like BBraxton, a stylish men’s salon on Fifth Avenue.



The boy pressed his face to the window of the men’s salon, his breath fogging the glass. He stood there, on a wintry day, staring at the well-dressed men swathed in hot towels. After a few minutes he walked in, his tattered sneakers squeaking on the gleaming hardwood. “He asked what we did here,” said Tony Van Putten, who owns the year-old shop, called BBraxton, at Fifth Avenue and 116th Street in Harlem. “And when I told him that we cut hair, he gave me this look. And he asked if it was O.K. if he could get his hair cut here, too.” The boy seemed more accustomed to the streets than to a place like BBraxton, Mr. Van Putten said, but inside the shop he saw men who were black like him although they were wearing expensive clothes and shined shoes. The boy’s eyes seemed to ask: Am I good enough to be in a place like this? For the past decade, Harlem has been gentrifying rapidly. But while affluent white professionals are the visible symbol of that change, the fact is that often the wealthy arrivals, like the patrons at BBraxton, are black. Gentrification in any color makes similar impacts — rising rents, high-end merchants, displacement, home renovations — but black gentrification has an emotional texture far different from the archetypal kind, both for residents and for newcomers. This is particularly true in Harlem, the historic capital of black America. Some local residents are a bit uncomfortable with the wealthy set but aspire to join it. Others resent the incursions on their neighborhood and feel that the newcomers, like other affluent professionals, are interested mostly in maintaining property values and their comfortable lifestyles. The black arrivals, in turn, may feel a special duty as blacks to help Harlem and its people, or they may feel ill-treated by them, or they may feel guilty knowing that others of their own race are in need — and often standing right outside the polished doors of their new brownstones. The truth is elusive and ethereal. But given the blistering pace of Harlem gentrification — the average sale price of an apartment in the last quarter of 2007 was 93 percent higher than in the same period of 2006 — the black-black issue is both very real and very complex.



City Living, In a Home That Floats By ANTHONY RAMIREZ



Leslie Day flirted, dated, married, raised a family and found her life’s work in Manhattan — or rather, just off its shore. Born on the Upper West Side, she moved to a 10-meter houseboat at the 79th Street Boat Basin when she was 30, single and a masseuse. She found her future husband, a biologist, on the 13-meter houseboat next door. After they were wed, they traded up to a 17-meter JOYCE DOPKEEN/THE NEW YORK TIMES houseboat, and they raised a son. Now, with their son on his own, the Ed Bacon and his wife, Regina Jordan, live on a ketch at the 79th Street Boat couple live on a 17-meter cruiser. Basin in Manhattan. Mr. Bacon has lived at the boat basin since 1970. Dr. Day, 62, who is now an elementary school teacher, recently wrote A permit to dock a boat is one of the last “Field Guide to the Natural World of New standing at more than 37 years, “we’ve had starving artists, Wall Street finan- real estate bargains in Manhattan, costYork City.” Since 1937, when Franklin Delano ciers, rock promoters, computer pro- ing a fraction of even a tiny Upper West Roosevelt was president, the 79th Street grammers, United Nations employees Side apartment rental. A typical 9-meter Boat Basin has been an object of fasci- and,” pausing to laugh, “Dick DeBar- boat costs about $5,880 in annual dock nation off the island of Manhattan, part tolo.” He is a senior writer at Mad, the fees, or $490 a month. Last year, when the Parks Departfishing village, part Monte Carlo and all humor magazine, who maintains a boat ment began issuing new annual permits, as an office. floating opera all of the time. Mr. Bacon would not have it any other the first two boaters began moving in. The boat basin floats on five main Sim Cass, 51, a baker and a former saildocks on the banks of the Hudson River. way. Living among people like himself, For decades, there have been as many he said, would be like “reading from only or in the British merchant navy, is one of them. He said that he fell in love with the as 100 pleasure craft, some pristine, oth- one page of a book.” What the boat basin has not had for a boat basin at first sight, in 1983. “You can ers slovenly — schooners, houseboats, yachts and trawlers — tethered just off while is newcomers, though that is be- see the horizon and the sun and the arc of the moon,” he said, “and yet you are ginning to change. the Riverside Park promenade. Keith Kerman, the chief of opera- decidedly in Manhattan.” Critics have called the residents squatMr. Cass, who now lives in an apartters on public property; even the city tions for the Parks Department, said government, which owns the docks, has the agency stopped issuing permits for ment in the East Village, applied for a not always been comfortable with the ar- year-round dockage in 1994 in an effort year-round permit seven years ago and to gradually reduce the population of was finally issued one last October. He rangement. But the boaters call themselves a com- full-timers, who once occupied nearly all plans to move in this summer and live munity with rights like any other. Resi- of the 116 permanent slips. After years on his 11-meter trawler, which is already dents have ranged from millionaires to of clashes with the remaining residents, docked there. “I’d love to live there now,” the two sides reached a compromise: he said recently, noting that he is waitthose between jobs. “Over the years,” said Ed Bacon, 67, a The department would issue a small ing for his daughter to leave for college. “Wintertime is spectacular!” yacht broker and the resident of longest number of new annual permits.



HIROKO MASUIKE FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES



Black historical figures decorate a security gate. “There are black people here in Harlem who share physical residence,” said Howard Dodson, general director of the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, the major repository in Harlem of books and other artifacts of AfricanAmerican cultural life. “But saying ‘a community’ is another thing. The question is: Can community be built across these racial and class lines in the new Harlem, in this new reality?” Some black entrepreneurs say they



Affluent newcomers are reshaping the capital of black America. have encountered hostility, but in the opinion of Kevin McGruder, a Harlemite who is a co-owner of Harlemade, a Harlem-centric gift shop on Malcolm X Boulevard, black residents are generally more accepting of the black newcomers than of white ones. “People focus on the white people and that’s more the fear,” Mr. McGruder said. “There is a feeling that a black person, even if he or she is upper-income, many or most will be able to identify with



things that are happening in Harlem.” Warner Johnson, a 45-year-old Internet entrepreneur who recently started a Web site called Fabsearch.com that gathers travel articles from high-end fashion magazines, suggests that tradition also helps to smooth black-on-black relations. “You always had people that had means and people that didn’t have means in Harlem,” Mr. Johnson said. “If you were black back in the day and had money, there was nowhere else you could live. So we never looked at that as something of a dividing point.” When Kim Martin-Shah, a 31-yearold stay-at-home mom, looks out from her plush Harlem condominium apartment, she sees a world that saddens her. She sees black mothers struggling to feed their children while she and her husband, who works for the investment bank Merrill Lynch, and their 22month-old son, Ameer, live the American dream. Ms. Martin-Shah is hardly unaware of her racial kinship with the less fortunate outside her window. “I don’t think I have done anything wrong, nor do I feel I am responsible for the dire situation many of my neighbors are in,” Ms. Martin-Shah said. But she added, “These are my people, even though I might not relate to some of their financial woes.”



Literature, From One Owner To the Next Via the Trash Bin By SUSAN DOMINUS



By 9:15 most mornings, Thomas Germain, a ruddy-faced man in a yellow slicker, is pushing his oversize black wheeled suitcase down 12th Street in the direction of the Strand Bookstore on Broadway in Manhattan. Sometimes, the suitcase is stuffed full of books; sometimes the books fill a box or two or three that he balances on top of it. By 9:30, he’s often sitting outside the Strand, waiting for the store to open, drinking a breakfast of beer with his friend Brian Martin, who’s pushed and pulled his own collection of books to the same destination in a large, teetering grocery cart. The men are regulars at the Strand, book-scavenging semiprofessionals who help the city’s best-known usedbook store keep its shelves stocked. They have no fixed costs, no employees and no boss. They also have no home. What they have is experience, and a fitful sense of industry. “Perseverance,” Mr. Germain said recently. “Other people fail at this because they don’t persevere.” For them, that means rising from their street-side slumber around 3 a.m. to start sifting through recycling bins outside people’s homes or in front of buildings. The two 50-ish men — Tommy Books and Leprechaun, they call themselves — are often the first people waiting on the Strand’s bookselling line. Hundreds of men and a smaller number of women barely make a living scavenging books in Manhattan, according to Mitchell Duneier, author of “Sidewalk,” a book about the subculture of sidewalk book scavengers and vendors. Some of them sell their books on the street; others, the less entrepreneurial, or the more impatient, go for



the cash at the Strand. When the store opened, Tommy Books and Leprechaun each in turn emptied their boxes onto the counter, where Neil Winokur, a Strand employee, quickly sorted them into two piles. An incomplete encyclopedia got rejected, as did Donna Tartt’s “Secret History.” (Too many on the market.) An hour or two later, another scavenger was successful selling the store a supply of children’s books. Around lunchtime, Neil Harrison, another regular who’s lived mostly on the street, showed up with a stash of leather-bound 19th-century books, their marbleized covers aswirl with greens and blues. Mr. Harrison didn’t



A successful book business with no boss and no employees. know the authors — Thackeray, Gibbon — but he knew enough to know that the books had value. “Six hundred,” Mr. Winokur told him (he thought the store could sell the Thackeray volumes for between $1,000 and $1,500). When he heard the number, Mr. Harrison crossed himself, then whooped. Book recycling in Manhattan is a perfectly efficient system: So many discarded books go from someone’s garbage to a scavenger to a bookseller and, often enough, end up in someone else’s home. Tommy Books and Leprechaun would like a new home themselves, they said. Also, a van.
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Eight years and two months. That’s how long Scott Schaefer waited for the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles to acquire “Arii Matamoe” (“The Royal End”), an 1892 painting by Paul Gauguin that Mr. Schaefer, the museum’s senior curator of paintings, called “the most famous painting by Gauguin that has been seen by no one.” Not that he was counting. “I never thought it would happen in my lifetime,” Mr. Schaefer said, recalling how a dealer approached him with a transparency of the work soon after his arrival at the Getty in February 1999. “Even the major Gauguin scholars hadn’t seen this picture,” he said, though the work is in the artist’s catalog and was one of only two that were included in “Noa Noa,” his autobiographical journal, published posthumously. The 46-by-76-centimeter oil on coarse canvas — “the ultimate still life,” Mr. Schaefer said — depicts the severed head of a Polynesian man on a white pillow atop a low table, with grieving figures in the background. The painting may have been inspired by the death of Pomare V, the former king of Tahiti, shortly after Gauguin’s arrival there in 1891, although decapitation was not a common death ritual. A more likely explanation is that Gauguin, feeling somewhat of a failure amid successes of other Post-Impressionists, made it to shock the bourgeoisie and build interest in his exhibition at the Durand-Ruel gallery in 1893, Mr. Schaefer said. “He wanted to be rich and famous and shock people,” he said, “and I think he was hoping to renew himself in Tahiti and to find images that the Parisian public hadn’t seen before.” Gauguin sold 11 paintings in 1893, two of them to Degas. “Arii Matamoe” was bought years later by the academic painter Henry Lerolle and remained in his family until the 1930s, when it was bought by a Swiss collector, the Getty says. Although widely published, “Arii Matamoe” had been shown publicly only twice since then, in shows in 1946 and 1998 in Switzerland. Even today the painting “is still a shock,” Mr. Schaefer said. “It’s an image a lot of people won’t be able to forget.” KATHRYN SHATTUCK



A Gauguin Work Meant to Shock the Bourgeoisie KEY MOTIF Gauguin copied this background pattern, which resembles a Greek key design, from the pattern on the earplugs worn by men in the Marquesas Islands. “Gauguin’s sources range from all over,” said Scott Schaefer of the Getty Museum of Los Angeles. “There is a great small industry in trying to determine where he came up with all his ideas.”



BACKGROUND FIGURES The image of a woman, seen from the back with her arm raised, appears in dozens of works by Gauguin, Mr. Schaefer said, explaining that the artist arrived in Tahiti with a trunk filled with drawings and prints of artworks that he hoped never to forget. “Gauguin had an incredibly retentive mind, and he was rather syncretistic,’’ he said. “He delved into the world’s images and came up with unique images himself.’’ Scholars are uncertain of the gender of the figures. “There was a sexual ambiguity in Gauguin that entered his paintings,” Mr. Schaefer said.



PALETTE



“The painting must have been relatively shocking, if only for the colors,” Mr. Schaefer said. “It’s a higher-keyed palette than most because it hadn’t been displayed often.” There is less fading in the yellow, for example, a common problem in paintings by Gauguin and van Gogh, he said. “I think he wanted to contrast it with the darkness of the head and these extraordinary purple lips.”



MOURNING FIGURE



J. PAUL GETTY MUSEUM



HEAD The



severed head could be “a study in lost innocence, the end of the Tahitian civilization that would have been known a century earlier,” Mr. Schaefer said. Or it might have been a nod to the savagery that Parisians imagined in the colony but didn’t exist, though Gauguin did not attempt to dissuade them. Or he could have done it for shock value, or to cater to the Symbolist trend of 1890s France, where “the decapitated head was something in the air in Paris,” Mr. Schaefer said.



TIKI GODS The



humanoid Tiki figures of Tahiti and the Marquesas Islands appear in several of Gauguin’s Tahitian works, said Scott Allan, an assistant curator at the Getty. Positioned in a guardianlike stance, “they certainly seem to mark some sort of symbolic threshold between the spaces of the living and the dead,’’ he said. Along with the other Polynesian items included in the scene, Mr. Allan said, they also provide a “vaguely sinister marker of the ‘primitive.’ ’’



The seated figure, which Gauguin used time and again in his paintings, was based on a Peruvian mummy he saw in the Museum of Ethnography in Paris. Gauguin’s mother was of Peruvian ancestry, and his parents decided to move from France to Peru when Gauguin was a small child. Gauguin’s father died during the sea passage, and his mother remained in Peru for several years, returning to France when Gauguin was 7. Peruvian imagery figured later in his artwork.



Jazz That Speaks With a Global Voice Boîte 40,5 mm en acier poli inoxydable. Mouvement mécanique à remontage automatique calibre Cartier 049 (21 rubis, 28'800 alternances par heure). Lunette tournante unidirectionnelle avec repère en matière luminescente. Décor clous de Paris en céramique noire. Bracelet en acier inoxydable brossé surmoulé de caoutchouc noir. Etanchéité à 100 m.
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By NATE CHINEN



Lionel Loueke, a guitarist from the West African country of Benin, was a spellbinding presence at Joe’s Pub in Manhattan a couple of months ago as he started into the title track of “Karibu,” his exceptional major-label debut. His long fingers flickered across the strings, eliciting not just a syncopated groove but also a shifting undergrowth of chords. He was just as busy vocally, clicking his tongue in percussive counterpoint, singing phrases in a floating cadence. It all felt rooted in African folk traditions but also cosmopolitan, progressive, harmonically fluid. Mr. Loueke, 34, has quickly earned a reputation in jazz circles as a startlingly original voice. GABRIELE STABILE FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES He made a big impression five years ago as a sideman Lionel Loueke of Benin, with the trumpeter Terence above, and Anat Cohen of Blanchard, and now he tours Israel blend jazz with their and records with the pianist native cultures. Herbie Hancock. When Blue Note signed him last year, it takably a global proposition. confirmed what many already Mr. Loueke engages with the knew: He’s one of the most jazz tradition itself, in his own striking jazz artists to emerge fashion. “Jazz is a language,” in some time. he said at a cafe near Union “Among the young musiSquare in Manhattan a couple cians I’ve heard recently, he of months ago. “I have my acis the one that stands out for cent, I have my way to choose me,” Mr. Hancock said. Mr. different words. But most imHancock appears on “Karibu” portant for me is to understand along with another jazz legend, that language.” the saxophonist and composer ERIN BAIANO FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES Mr. Loueke played in tradiWayne Shorter. Over the last decade or so there has been a tional Beninese percussion groups from an early proliferation of international artists dealing se- age. He didn’t pick up the guitar until he was 17. riously with jazz without tuning out their native “Benin has no native guitar style,” he said. “We cultures. Consider Mr. Loueke’s band mates, who have some distinct rhythms, and the traditional performed with him at Joe’s Pub: the bassist Mas- singing is unique. But the guitar, it all comes from simo Biolcati grew up in Sweden and Italy, and Nigeria, Mali, Congo, Zaire.” In 1990 Mr. Loueke left Benin to study music in the drummer Ferenc Nemeth is from Hungary. A short list of others would include the Cuban drum- Ivory Coast, but jazz was not a part of his training mers Dafnis Prieto and Francisco Mela, the Puer- there. That really began a few years later, when he to Rican saxophonists David Sánchez and Miguel moved to Paris to attend a conservatory. Artists like Mr. Loueke can be understood in the Zenón, and the Israeli clarinetist and saxophonist jazz realm not only as transformative but also as Anat Cohen. “There’s a line of thought that is growing,” said true to the tradition. “His scope is so broad,” Mr. Hancock said of Mr. Danilo Pérez, a Panamanian pianist and composer whose 2000 album, “Motherland,” is considered Loueke. “He draws on his African heritage. He’s a touchstone for the current generation of jazz hy- comfortable in the area of electronics, with a more bridists. “People are coming to jazz with open ears acoustic style of playing, with a Spanish style, a Brazilian style. But he brings new things to the and a perspective from their own place.” To be a capable young jazz musician today is to table.” He added: “If what Lionel is showing is a reflecbe comfortable with virtually any groove, however complex or asymmetrical, and conversant in tion of a growing trend of musicians to be open folk and pop dialects from several continents. Re- and influenced by a broader palette of cultures, markably, for a genre so frequently described as it’s a very healthy one, and one that will continue America’s indigenous art form, jazz is now unmis- to keep jazz alive into the future.”
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